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ISO (the international Organization for Standardization) is a woridwide 
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work. ISO collaborates closely with the Internaeional Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization. 
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ISO 3353:1992(E) 

Aerospace - Rolled threads for bolts - Lead and runout 
requirements 

1 Scope 

This International Standard specifies the lead and runout requirements for rolled threads for bolts, and the in- 
spection method to be used in case of dispute. 

lt is also applicable to other threaded male park, used in aerospace construction, provided that it is referenced 
in the definition document cf the part. 

2 Definitions 

For the purposes of this International Standard, the following definitions apply. 

2.1 lead threads: An area in which are iocated threads incompletely formed during rolling, beginning at the 
entering chamfer of the thread. 

2.2 runout threads: An area in which are located threads incompletely formed during rolling, between the 
completely formed threads and the part which has not been rolled. 

2.3 completely formed thread: A thread, the Profile of which (ABC) is located, over an axial distance of IP, 
within the limits specified in the definition document for the thread. (See figure 1.) 
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Figure 1 
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3 Symbols for threads 

d = major diameter of the thread 

d 2 = pitch diameter of the thread 

d 3 = minor diameter- of the thread 

I’ = thread pitch 

4 Lead and rumout requirements 

4.1 General requirements 

The flanks at the root of the incompletely formed threads shall be joined by a radius or by two radii and a flat, 
that are smooth and devoid of abrupt tool marks. This radius, or these radii, and the radius I’ (see figures 3 to 
9) shall he not smaller than the minirnurn root radius specified for the complete threads in the definition docu- 
ment for the thread. 

4.2 Lead threads 

See figure 2. 
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NOTE - Over the area 7, the thread shall lie within the Limits specified in the definition document for thc thread. 

Figure 2 

The possible Profile projection comparator inspection shail be carried out using a Chart drawn in accordance 
witti figure 10. 
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4.3.1 

See 

Runout threads 

Normal shank 

figures 3 and 4. 

Q = shank dlameter havlng a nominal value equal to the nominal dlameter of the thread 
b - blank dlameter 

‘l) Angle before rdlllng. The shape 1s optional wlthln these llmlts. 

Figure 3 

formed thread 
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Q = shank diameter having a nominal value equal to the nominal diameter of the thread 
6 = blank dlameter 

Figure 4 
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The possible Profile projection comparator inspection shall be Garried out using a Chart drawn in accordance 
with figure 11. 
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4.3.2 Pitch diameter shank 

See figure 5. 
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The possible Profile projection cornpat-ator inspection shall be carried out using a Chart dt-awn in accordance 
with figut-e 12. 

4.3.3 Stepped shank 

See figure 6. 

Root of last 
completely - \ 

formed thread 

ei = dlameter of stepped shank, having a nominal value equal to d3 mfn. - O,l mm 

11 Angle before rolllng. The shape 1s optional within these limits. 

Figure 6 

The possible Profile projection cornparafor inspection shall be carried out using a Chart drawn in accordance 
with figut-e 13. 
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4.3.4 Screws threaded to the head and bolts threaded to a shoulder 

4.3.4.1 Protruding head 

See figu re 7. 
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Figure 7 

The possible profi1e projection comparator inspection shall be carried out using a Chart drawn in accordance 
with figure 12. 

4.3.4.2 Flush head 

See figure 8. 
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Figure 8 

The possible profile projection comparator inspection shall be carried out using a chat? drawn in accot-dance . 
with fiqure 12. \ 
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4.3.5 Oversized bolts (for example, bolts for repairs) 

See figure 9. 
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a = diameter- of oversized shank 
b = blank diameter 

1) Angle before rolllng. The shape Is optional wlthln these lfmlts. 

Figure 9 

The possibie Profile projection comparator inspection shall be carried out using a Chart drawn in accordance 
with figure 14. 

5 Inspection method 

The method is ieft to the discretion of the manufacturer, provided that it ensures conformity with the require- 
ments given in clause 4. 

In case of dispute, the method by optical projection, defined hereafter, shall be used. 

5.1 Use of the Charts 

The Charts shall be used in conjunction with a Profile projection comparator having a magnifying power equal 
to or greater than x 20. 
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5.2 Procedure 

5.2.1 For lead threads 

The inspection shall be carried out using a Chart drawn in accordance with figure 10. 
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Rotate the bott to find the first complete ihread (see figure 1) nearest to the end of the shank which has the 
thread crest and root not extending beyond the Iimits defined by the horizontal lines. 

Then move the bott horizontatty untit the right flank of the above thread coincides with fine DE. 

52.2 For runout threads 

The inspection shatt be carried out using a Chart drawn in accordance with figures 11 to 14. 
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Figure 11 
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